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Agenda 
Opening 
Stanley Artis. The final version of the meeting slides is available at the IT POC Corner section of 
ITCD’s page: http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/itcd/ITPOC_Corner.html. Click on View Site under 
Customer Service Project Review for meeting documentation. For those attending this meeting in 
person, please use the microphone if you have questions or comments. 
ACES Updates 
Operations Manager. Derek Kemp provided updated contact information for the ACES Operations 
Manager, John Klutzke. 

Refresh Closeout Status. The number of refreshes from the IT04 continues to decrease. As stated in 
previous meetings, we expect to continue to find a few legacy devices that need to be added to the IT04 
and eventually refreshed. 

Mobile Refresh. Cycle 3 was limited to 5 seats, 2 of which were deferred and 3 were refreshed at the 
desk side. Cycle 4 extract of approximately 90 devices with a heavy emphasis on BlackBerry refreshes 
is currently being reviewed by ITCD. 
ETR Status. The ETR expired on September 1; however, anyone on the list has either already been 
refreshed or is scheduled to be refreshed. The B seat IUP follows the ETR process to migrate those seats 
to either S or M seats. The window for the B seat IUP has not expired. There is a CLIN issue with some 
of these seats (CLINs not matching because of the complexity of the specs for the seats), which is being 
worked and refreshes will proceed once the CLINs are resolved. 

Refresh Date Eligibility: Q: The eligibility date is based on the install date, not on the age of the device? 
Yes, but it’s based on the original install date of the device; meaning, we aren’t going to deploy a 2 year 
old device and then put a refresh eligibility date of three years hence, meaning the device would be 5 
years old at that point. To clarify, at HQ in order to ensure that users are getting the newest possible 
device for a break/fix replacement, we are issuing a break/fix spare as a temporary seat until their 
permanent replacement device comes in, and then deploying the permanent replacement seat, which 
would establish the new refresh date. In a few cases, users will want to take the break/fix spare as the 
permanent replacement seat, but we are trying to discourage that. 

Bill Loewy suggests adding the install date to the asset tag information on the devices, so that users are 
clear on the refresh date.  

UPDATE: Derek Kemp provided this response via e-mail to Bill Loewy on 9/11/14. “The IT-04 
is a contractual requirement, and provides HPES’ approach to refreshing all seat types and 
provides a listing of seats eligible for refresh. I do not envision Enterprise will utilize stickers to 
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post eligibility due to the dynamic nature of the environment and resulting risk of 
error/confusion.” 

Bill also asked about the refresh eligibility date for Eric Raynor, who received a break/fix seat and now 
is not aware of his refresh date. (See Go Dos) 
Jerry Smith requested that when the user is given the choice to accept the break/fix spare that the tech 
explicitly tells the user what it means in terms of their new refresh eligibility date. 
Voice Conferencing Replacement (VoCR) 
Stanley Artis: The key dates here really are the Go Live dates. In order to clarify some of the acronyms 
used in the charts, I have provided an excerpt from the NPR 7120.70 that lists the acronyms and their 
meanings. I will distribute these with the minutes of the meeting for those attending remotely today.  
Jerry Smith noted that his users are still not receiving notification of their new numbers for Phase 2. 
Stanley stated that Linda Hong is working with the team on outreach for Phase 2, and will follow up 
with her to validate that outreach is pending. 

Bill Loewy asked when the old numbers were going to be cut off, because people are missing meetings 
because they are not updating meeting invitations for standing meetings and are dialing in to the old 
numbers. Stanley mentioned that this information had been provided in previous CSPR slides, but he 
will ensure that the dates are referenced in the minutes of this meeting.  

UPDATE: From August CSPR: Groups A, B, C, and D of Phase 1 were scheduled to have their 
old numbers deleted August 31, 2014. 

Desktop Mobile ViTS (Vidyo) 
As with the VoCR charts, the key dates here are the Go Live dates. For Phase 1, go live is at the end of 
this month. Q: For people who have these Vidyo accounts, will the organizations pay for this or ITCD? 
Participation is at zero cost to the HQ organizations, as ITCD is bearing the cost of DMV accounts for 
HQ. 
All costs are currently being reviewed by ITCD and this may change in the future. 

Q: Jerry Smith requested a summary of what constitutes Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the DMV go live. 
NASA Collaboration Tools 
Dennis Groth. Brady Decker has prepared a summary of the different collaboration capabilities to enable 
you to select the appropriate method to support your meeting requirements. 

Q: Are audio and video being enabled for Lync? The determination about whether to do so is an EUSO 
decision and it is still pending. 

ESD Updates 
• The “Email Ticket” option for submitting incidents on the ESD website will be removed for IE 9 

users (due to security settings) 

• Modifications to T-Mobile services (only M Seat Smartphone remains with T-Mobile as a carrier) 

• ACES service to defer a refresh 
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Q: When users are notified of refresh eligibility and wish to defer, will they do so from the e-mail, or 
will they have to go to ESD to do so? 
They will be provided a link within the e- mail to the ESD to use the “Defer a Refresh” workflow. 

Joe Lanasa: To clarify the process, with mobile refresh, ACES provides the extract of eligible 
devices to ITCD. ITCD scrubs the list and provides it to the IT POCs, who can choose to defer some 
users’ refresh and then send the list back to ITCD. ITCD then sends that data to ACES to initiate the 
e-mail messages to the remaining eligible users, who can choose to defer via the link in the e-mail. 

Q: What happens when a six-month deferment expires? How are users put back into the refresh 
cycle? Tuesday Dodson will follow up (See Go Dos). 

Q: How will Android S5 affect users currently in Cycle 4 mobile refresh? Derek Kemp will follow 
up (See Go Dos). 

Q: Please clarify how deferment follow up will occur. Users who do not respond to the e-mail 
notification will be assumed to have deferred their refresh for that cycle. They will be notified again 
in the next cycle. The ESD deferment request operates on a hard date. Clarification of how follow up 
will occur with this type of deferment is needed.  

Q: Will a list of the people who chose the 6 month deferment be made available to the IT POCs? 
Deferment SRs have the same approval routing as other SRs, so the IT POCs will see these requests 
as they are submitted by users.  
Usually when a new service request is added to ESD, there is a service definition required. Do we 
have a service definition for deferment of refresh in ESD?  
Q: Have we passed the “testing” phase of the mobile refresh? When will we move away from using 
the spreadsheet? IT POCs do not have to provide feedback on the spreadsheet at all now; however, 
ITCD does not want erroneous data going out so we are still reviewing the data prior to the user 
notifications going out. 
Stanley suggested holding a focus session on mobile refresh, inclusive of the ESD deferment option. 
He will send out a proposed agenda to the IT POCs for their input to ensure topic is covered. 

• Display APC Shipping Costs in Service Requests (existing orders in draft and pending approval 
retain the old mapping and will not display shipping costs) 

• ACES will have the capability to Cancel / Reject Work Orders – changes planned for Aug 26 
Biennial Review of Forms 
Patricia Southerland. Please encourage forms owners to respond to the e-mail calling for their review of 
their HQ and NASA forms. The deadline for their response was August 29, 2014; however we are still 
reaching out to form owners via e-mail to request their review. We are seeing progress. Pat gave kudos 
to Lisa Smith for her help with this effort. Q: The e-mail goes to the forms manager? Pat stated that the 
e-mail is sent to the form owners. 
Mandatory PIV Smartcard Login Update 
Marion Meissner. 100 Go To/conference room workstations are being migrated today, September 9. 
More are scheduled for September 23. A number of exemptions have been put in for machines where 
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users do not have PIV cards. A Mac solution has been selected and funding has been allocated so more 
information on migrating Macs to Smartcard-only login will be coming in FY 15. 
IT Services Day 
Stanley Artis. Coming on October 21 ITCD will be hosting an IT Services Day. There will be an exhibit 
area in 2E39, and there will be vendor presentations in the Glennan Conference Room. ITCD welcomes 
input from the IT POCs. It was suggested that since there have been issues identified with iCloud, 
perhaps including information about securing data when using iCloud be included. 

Open Discussion 
Coming Soon:  

1. The annual ITCD Customer Satisfaction Survey, due to be distributed on October 1, with two 
weeks to respond. This time, the survey will be sent not only to the IT POCs, but also to all end 
users at HQ. 

2. As a result of the Customer Relationship Management meetings that have been held with IT 
POCs and the HQ CIO, Victor Thompson, the IT POC Roles and Responsibilities document has 
been developed, and an accompanying IT POC Handbook is in final review. A training program 
for IT POCs is also under development. The program will include peer mentoring and training by 
some IT POCs.  

Patrice Williams has two items she needs assistance with from ITCD. There are some keysets in the 
Office of Communications that she has requested via e-mail be removed; one was damaged and she 
needs someone to determine its operational status. Neither one has been picked up yet. Also, how are the 
recycle boxes for MFD toner to be emptied? She is finding that people are using them for all sorts of 
recyclable materials, not just used toner cartridges. She opened an ESD ticket to have them emptied, and 
they sent a Konica rep. Dennis Groth addressed the toner recycling question, stating that ITCD has been 
working with Facilities around the building to replace the toner recycle bins with the better known blue 
recycle bins which are now being checked regularly by Facilities custodians. 
Jerry Smith noted that there has not yet been any formal notification about the availability of the new 
conference rooms on the concourse. These are Facilities rooms, and they are available to reserve in the 
HQ Conference Scheduling System (replaced the Facilities Help Desk System). 
https://hqcss.hq.nasa.gov  
Go Dos:   

(August) Susie Marucci requested the list of users in her org who are eligible for the mobile Like-for-
Like refresh for this cycle. Dennis Groth to provide. 

(August) The IT POCs requested the list of BlackBerry users, including those who have PKI on their 
devices. Dennis Groth to provide. 

(September) Derek Kemp will research and provide Bill Loewy with the refresh eligibility date for Eric 
Raynor’s compute seat. 

UPDATE: Complete. Derek Kemp provided this information to Bill by e-mail on 9/11/14. Eric 
Raynor’s Target Refresh Date is 2/26/2016. He was reassigned the seat from Sandra Hudson 
7/1/14; however, his compute seat’s refresh eligibility is based on an Initial Install Date of 
2/26/2013. 
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(September) Stanley Artis will follow up with Linda Hong to verify that outreach regarding Phase 2 of 
VoCR is in development, particularly notification to users of the schedule. 
(September) Tuesday Dodson will find out how follow up occurs after a 6 month refresh deferment 
expires. 
(September) Stanley Artis will draft an agenda for a Mobile Refresh Focus Session and distribute to the 
IT POCs for their input. 
Action Item Review 
Open actions were reviewed and status provided. 
New actions captured during the current meeting appear highlighted in aqua. Actions that were 
completed during last month’s CSPR have been marked as closed and removed from the table. 
 

No. Org Action Item(s) Owner Target 
Date 

Status 

2014.08.ITCD.44 ITCD ITCD will work 
with the NOC to 
test scenarios to 
identify issues 
surrounding 
remote access to 
the HQ network. 

Linda Hong 09/09/2014 Open. ITCD has 
opened a service 
request with NICS to 
provide an analysis of 
VPN access using 
Verizon and AT&T 
MiFi for remote access. 

2014.07.ITCD.43 ITCD Research the 
availability of a 
solution for 
scanning 
documents as 
OCR using the 
MFDs. 
Currently the 
MFDs only scan 
as image files, 
which are not 
searchable. 

Debrina 
Harrell 

8/12/14 Open. ITCD is working 
with ACES to identify 
a solution. 

2014.01.ITCD.16 ITCD Provide date by 
which printers 
will be added to 
the Mac SRP 

Joe Lanasa 2/11/2014 Open. The HQ ACES 
SME has elevated the 
request to the EUSO 
POC. 

 
 

 


